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YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT AT ANY AGE

Carbon and nitrogen isotopic analysis of mummies from an ancient Egyptian necropolis
Stephen Funk and R. Paul Evans
Department of Microbiology and Molecular Biology, BYU
Methods

Introduction
The BYU Egypt Project at Fag el-Gamus
necropolis and adjacent Seila Pyramid has
studied over 700 mummies excavated over
the past 30 years. The necropolis includes an
open area with densely located vertical burial
shafts and a hill with horizontal burial shafts.
The chronological and dietary history of the
mummies was assessed using stable isotopy
and 14C analysis of accessible biological
samples.

Available samples collected from mummies
included teeth, tissue, and fragments of skeletal
bones. Artifacts buried with the mummies
included plant material. Samples from the
collection were selected to answer related to the
relationship between (1) age of burials, (2) depth
of burial, (3) orientation of burial (head east vs.
head west), and (4) diet.

Conclusions

Samples were sent to an accelerated mass
spectrometry (AMS) lab to determine the
sample’s 14C age; carbon-nitrogen ratio (C:N);
percent carbon, nitrogen, and collagen yields; and
stable carbon isotope fractionation (δ13C). The
bone and tooth samples were also analyzed for
stable nitrogen fractionation (δ15N).

Results
Diagram of several mummy shafts in Fag el-Gamus
1. The burial site was used
actively for at least 685 years,
through most of the GrecoRoman era.
2. The oldest burials were facing
head-east. No shaft that was
used to bury head-west was
ever used to later bury headeast.
3. The oldest head-west burial
was lain several decades after
the birth of Christianity (63
AD).
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Figure 2: Each shaft may represent several adjacent shafts, though orientation and
order are preserved. Calibrated sample ages are reported.
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Figure 1: Map and photo of Fag el-Gamus Necropolis
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•

Christianity was introduced to Egypt
within one generation of the religion’s
founding. The head-west burials were likely
Christian converts or immigrants.
The local diets were largely consistent,
regardless of social class. Similar isotope
compositions have been found around the
valley (Iacumin et. al). This has important
socio-anthropological implications that are
yet to be explored.

Future opportunities
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There is no significant trend in diet over time
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Figure 3: Isotopic data for local food sources courtesy of Iacumin et al, Schoeninger & Moore, and White & Schwarcz.
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• Stable isotopy allows one to learn if a
specimen has traveled in his or her lifetime,
if their diet changed enough following the
migration. Were the Christian mummy
specimens Christian immigrants or local
converts?
• What changes in diet to we see across
epochs, and what can this tell us about the
pace of technological innovation?
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